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or products available nearby. In this case, the search engine
will have to re-rank output results by using geographic
information about the current user’s location [4] - or an
explicitly requested location - and, optionally, re-score the
ﬁnal results based on previous search history captured in
the user proﬁle. Next, the user will start evaluating the
search results by exploring reviews and ratings posted online
by other users. In this case, opinion mining and sentiment
analysis methods can be applied to extract the target of the
opinions expressed in the reviews and the relative polarity
(e.g., positive, negative, or neutral) [5], [6], [7]. Lastly,
the user will be engaged in a complex task to process all
the facts, opinions, and ratings read in the previous step
and subsequently interpret, compare, contrast, and, ﬁnally,
summarize the needed information.
While the ﬁrst two steps have been largely explored,
summarization of evaluative text (e.g., documents containing
opinion or sentiment-laden text), is fairly new and may be
substantially different from the traditional summarization
task. In fact, most summarization techniques focus on distilling factual information by identifying the documents main
topics, removing redundancies, and coherently ordering the
extracted phrases or sentences. Most of the contributions
have been developed using corpora with well-formed documents from domains such as news articles [8], [9], medical
literature [10], biographies [11], technical articles [12], and
blogs [13]. As observed in Ku et al. [14], traditional summarization tends to identify and discard redundancies, while
in sentiment-laden text, similar opinions mentioned multiple
times across documents are crucial indicators of the overall
strength of the sentiments expressed by the writers.
More speciﬁcally, sentiment-laden documents like product and service reviews are usually either about a single
entity, e.g., consumers’ goods such as digital cameras, DVD
players, books; or related to user’s experiences of a service
like lodging in an hotel or dining in a restaurant. Typically
an entity has several ratable features or aspects which may
be targeted by reviewers with their positive or negative
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I. I NTRODUCTION
With the broad availability of always-connected portable
devices such as mobiles, tablets, and eReaders, condensing
information for displaying in a relatively small screen has
become a necessity for the exceedingly demanding population of users on-the-go. Retail industry and service providers
are recognizing that there is a growing crowd of potential
customers who are relying on their devices to learn about
products and services, discover other user’s experiences, and,
ultimately, make a decision about spending their money or
not [1], [2].
Although reviews about products and services are abundantly available online, selecting information relevant to
a potential buyer involves a signiﬁcant amount of time
reading reviews and weeding out comments unrelated to the
important aspects of the reviewed entity. This is particularly
true for mobile users where additional constraints about
geographic location together with limited screen size may
affect consumer’s purchase behavior. In order to summarize
reviews on mobile devices, several steps are required, each
one involving different and often poorly integrated technology.
For instance, a ﬁrst step in such a process would involve
the use of local mobile search techniques [3] to ﬁnd services
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opinions. In this sense, each review can be viewed as
a set of aspects with associated opinions. Ratings deﬁne
the strength and the polarity of the opinions and typically
range over integer values often visualized with star symbols.
When summarizing reviews, it is fundamental to identify
the opinion information expressed across the reviews and
their polarity distribution, so that the sentences selected
by a summarizer could be representative of the overall
sentiment distribution. In addition to the traditional tasks,
a multi-document opinion-oriented summarizer requires an
information extraction stage to identify topics and polarity
described in the documents.
In the service domain case, many web sites1 allow reviewers to directly rate pre-deﬁned aspects. E.g., for restaurants typical aspects are atmosphere, food, value, service,
and overall with ratings ranging from poor (one star) to
excellent (ﬁve stars). These rated aspects quantify opinions
and polarities expressed in each review by the reviewers, and
although there might be inconsistencies, it is safe to assume
that the text document associated with the ratings carries the
same sentiment contributions quantiﬁed by the number of
stars. By the same token, aggregating the ratings of the single
reviews over the aspects can yield a fair summary of the
overall sentiments expressed by the reviewers of the speciﬁc
service or entity reviewed. Based on these considerations,
we can assume that a summary should convey the same
distribution of ratings over aspects obtained by combining
the rating contribution of each review, so that each opinion
contribution, even if controversial, should be represented
into the ﬁnal summary.
This work proposes S TARLET, a novel approach to summarization of evaluative text that utilizes aspects and ratings
described in the reviews as features for the summarization
process. In the restaurant domain, which we investigate
as an example domain for service reviews, S TARLET uses
atmosphere, food, value, service, and overall aspects to score
each sentence in the input documents. For each aspect,
S TARLET computes a rating indicating how much the current
sentence has contributed to that aspect. For this S TARLET
uses a maximum entropy rating model. The predicted aspect
ratings are used in a summarization model to (1) compute
a score for each sentence and (2) to derive a summary
score. The model is a linear weighted model with aspects
as features and associated weights learned using A* search
and discriminative training [15].
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
reports current contributions to summarization of evaluative
text. Section III describes the summarization model, while
Section IV outlines the weight learning procedure. Section
V illustrates the aspect rating prediction model, which is
followed by a description of the experimental setup in
Section VI. We presents the results in Section VII and
1 we8there.com,

conclude with Section VIII.
II. BACKGROUND
From a high level point of view, approaches to multidocument summarization can be divided into extractive or
abstractive. Extractive summarization assumes that fragments (phrases or sentences) extracted from the original
documents can be used to assemble a coherent shorter
version of the original text without substantially changing
the information conveyed by the source. Abstractive summarization generates new documents by analyzing the semantic
content of the original documents and using natural language
generation techniques. While both types of summarization
have been extensively studied for factual and edited text
documents, there are few contributions extending these
approaches to evaluative text summarization. Most of the
contributions focus on sentiment analysis and information
extraction neglecting how to adapt content selection when
sentiment-laden sentences are present.
Features or aspects extraction, for instance, has been
explored from many angles: topic models [16], [17], NLPbased information extraction [18], [19], semi-supervised and
supervised machine learning techniques [20]. Similarly, for
polarity strength prediction (NLP-based [21]) and multiaspect multi-rating prediction (regression and classiﬁcation
models [22], [23], [24]) are used. Most of the evaluative text
summarization methods try to organize the sentiment-laden
sentences according to aspect and polarity. In Blair et al.
[25], sentences are qualitatively aggregated by aspect and
“star ratings” based on a manually-deﬁned strategy; Hu and
Liu [7] simply list the sentences by aspects and polarity; in
[18], [26] aspect and polarities are graphically organized and
visualized. None of these approaches considers text summaries in terms of rating distributions nor introduces metrics
to quantitatively evaluate the quality of the summary. To our
knowledge, the most complete contribution to evaluative text
summarization is described in Carenini et al. [27] and it
closely relates to this work.
In [27], Carenini et al. compare an extractive summarization system, MEAD* – a modiﬁed version of the open
source summarization system MEAD [28] – with SEA, an
abstractive summarization system, demonstrating that both
systems perform equally well. We only consider extractive
summarization.
As noticed in [27], none of the sentence extraction and
ranking techniques used in MEAD take into account the
sentiment-laden content present in the source documents.
Carenini et al. observed that the most informative sentences
are the one with the highest number of crude features (CF),
where CF are deﬁned as the rated aspects of the entity
evaluated in the reviews. For each sentence sk , this score
is quantiﬁed by the following summation:

tripadvisor.com, citysearch.com
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CFsum (sk ) =



|psi |

and Φ(·|·) is a function that returns a set of features for each
candidate summary. We assume that all our features can
be determined independently2 leading us to the following
score function which is now only dependent on a linear
combination of feature functions:

s(y|x) =
φ(xi )λi
(3)

(1)

psi ∈eval(sk )

where eval(sk ) is the set of crude features with sentimentladen content in the sentence, and |psi | is the absolute
value of the polarity of the crude features referred to in
the sentence. For instance, crude features for a digital
camera may include battery life, zoom, picture quality, etc. If
sentence k mentions positively (+3) the zoom and negatively
(-2) the picture quality, the crude feature score would be:
CFsum (sk ) = | + 3| + | − 2| = 5. CF features are used
in a modiﬁed version of MEAD, called MEAD*, to rescore
sentences in the ﬁnal stage of content selection. For this
purpose, sentences are inserted and sorted by score in CF
‘buckets’. From the CF ‘buckets’ with more items, MEAD*
extracts the sentence with the highest score and removes it
from the pool to avoid redundancy. In case two sentences
have the same score, the centroid-based feature from MEAD
is used as a ‘tie-breaker’. The selected sentences are ﬁnally
ordered according to a pre-deﬁned taxonomy of features
where a depth-ﬁrst traversal of the hierarchy makes sure
that aspects are ordered from general to speciﬁc.
This approach, although better than traditional MEAD,
has a few drawbacks. Firstly, the sentence selection mechanism only considers the most frequently discussed aspects,
leaving the decision about where to stop the selection
process to the maximum summary length parameter. This
could leave out interesting opinions that do not appear with
sufﬁcient frequency in the source documents. Ideally, all
opinions should be represented in the summary according to
the overall distribution of the input reviews. Secondly, using
the absolute value when calculating CFsum (sk ) ﬂattens
the opinion distribution since sentences with very negative
or very positive polarity or with numerous opinions, but
with moderate polarity strengths, would get the same score,
regardless. Finally, how to use the summarization features
is established a priori based on expert knowledge and
prior work in this area rather than weighting these features
from data using automatic quality metrics. In the next few
sections, we will address some of these limitations.

i∈y

We can ﬁnally formulate the summarization task as search
problem, where the optimal summary is the one that maximizes the following arg max decision rule:
ŷ = arg max s(y|x)
y

The challenge is to ﬁnd the scoring parameters Λ that
produce a summary ŷ that best approximates an ideal
summary y, when compared to a gold standard reference
summary using an automatic evaluation metric.
IV. F EATURE W EIGHT L EARNING
An extractive multi-document summary can be created
by traversing a directed acyclic graph where each node i
represents a particular summary of length l(i) composed by
a set of sentences Si , and a set of edges (i, j). Traversing
the edge (i, j) incrementally adds a sentence from the set of
available sentences to the previous sentence set Si . Figure 1
shows a graphical representation of the process of selecting
sentences. Each node in the graph can be evaluated by
a scoring function which quantiﬁes how good the node
is when compared to a target node. In order to ﬁnd the
best scoring summary with a speciﬁc word length W , it
would be necessary to search an exponentially large space
with complexity O(S L(W ) ) where S is the total number of
sentences to search and L(W ) is the number of sentences
that best matches the required summary word length W .
The A* search algorithm can be used to efﬁciently traverse the graph and accurately ﬁnd the optimal path. It
applies a best-ﬁrst strategy to traverse the graph from the
initial node (summary of length zero) to the ﬁnal node
(summary of length W ), and uses a heuristic function to
determine the order of the nodes to explore ﬁrst. The
search algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the optimal
solution if the heuristic function is monotonic or follows
the admissible heuristic requirements. That is, the estimating
path cost function from the current node to the goal never
overestimates the actual cost. We used the “ﬁnal aggregated
heuristic” function described in [15] that satisﬁes the admissible heuristic constraints. The input to the heuristic is the set
of sentences sorted according to their scores.3 The heuristic

III. S UMMARIZATION M ODEL
Our summarization model s is an adaptation of the one
described in Aker et al. [15]. With this model, each possible
text summary can be scored as a weighted sum of features
according to the equation below:
s(y|x) = Φ(y|x) · Λ

(4)

(2)

where x is a vector of indexes representing the N sentences
in the document set to summarize, y ⊆ {1, . . . , N } is the
set of indexes selected for the summary of length |y| = M ,
Λ = {λ1 , . . . , λF } is the weight vector of parameters for the
F features that optimizes the summary evaluation metrics,

2 This assumption does not take into consideration global features such
as redundancy or coherence, but the approach can be easily extended to
remove this limitation.
3 Sentence scores are computed by the weighted linear combination of
their features.
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Figure 1.

Creating an extractive summary by traversing a directed acyclic graph

A. Rating prediction model training

ﬁrst adds the highest scoring sentence into the summary.
After adding a sentence, the summary length is updated.
If the length limit of the summary is not violated then the
next highest scoring sentence is added. When the next high
scoring sentence is too long to be added to the summary the
heuristic skips this and continues with the next one until it
ﬁnds the best scoring sentence that does ﬁt into the summary.
We generated summaries with a 100-word limit based on the
average length of summaries in the reference data.

As previously mentioned, reviews refer to speciﬁc aspects of the product or service. For instance, reviews
about restaurants will express opinions about the quality
of the food, the courtesy of the wait personnel, or the
ambience. These aspects are typically rated with a certain
number of stars ranging from one (poor) to ﬁve (excellent). Based on [22], it is possible to create a rating
prediction model that, for each aspect ai ∈ A, (e.g.,
A = {f ood, service, ambience, value, overall}), estimates
the ratings ri ∈ R (e.g., R = {1, . . . , 5}) for any review
document dj in the considered document corpus dj ∈ D,
as:

A. Discriminative Training
After a summary is generated by A* search, it is compared
to a human summary using an evaluation metric such as
ROUGE [29]. To learn the feature weights we used the
training set (see Section VI-A) and generated for each aspect
a list of candidate summaries (100 summaries were created
for each topic). The summaries along with their feature
values and ROUGE scores are input to a MERT (Minimum
Error Rate Training) module to train the weights. MERT is
a ﬁrst order optimization method using Powell search to ﬁnd
the parameters which minimize the loss on the training data
[30]. It is commonly used for training statistical machine
translation systems.

rˆi

=

arg max P (ri |dj )

(5)

=

arg max P (ri |s1,j , s2,j , . . . , sn,j )

(6)

r∈R
r∈R

where each document dj is composed of n sentences or
phrases s1,j , s2,j , . . . , sn,j . We used a maximum entropy
(MaxEnt) [31] model to estimate the conditional probability
of the ratings (Eq. 6) given the features extracted from the
text documents.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of our rating prediction
model system. In this conﬁguration, each review document
is associated with a set of predeﬁned aspects that have
been assessed by the reviewers with star-rating evaluations.
During training, text features such as n-grams, parts of
speech, shallow parsing chunks and others are used together
with the reviewer-assigned ratings to create a discriminative

V. F EATURE E XTRACTION : R ATINGS P REDICTION
M ODEL
In order to apply the search techniques described above,
it is necessary to deﬁne a set of features relevant to the
summarization task that can be determined at each step of
the search process.
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Table I
T EST DATA SET (20 RESTAURANTS ) VALUES PER DOCUMENT SET
Reviews
Sentences
Words

Min
6
15
206

Max
10
140
2,042

Avg
7.55
54.4
809.85

Total
151
1,088
16,197

Table II
T RAIN DATA SET (40 RESTAURANTS ) VALUES PER DOCUMENT SET

Figure 2.

Reviews
Sentences
Words

Rating predictive models

model classiﬁer. There are ﬁve classiﬁers, one for each
aspect.
For each document, the MaxEnt models will produce an
estimate of the rating probability distributions rˆi , describing
how ratings, for a speciﬁc aspect, are likely to be associated
to the document text. For instance, a review like the following: The service was ﬂawless timely and non intrusive.
Everything was great. would have a rating distribution for
the aspects service and overall skewed toward the high
ratings (four or ﬁve) and almost uniform rating distribution
for the remaining aspects.
The rating prediction models are trained from 6,823
restaurant reviews using the approach described in [22].
Performances measured in terms of rank loss average 0.63
across all the aspects.

Min
6
15
205

Max
10
108
1,902

Avg
7.5
51.95
789.95

Total
300
2,078
31,598

VI. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
A. Data
The review documents used in our experiments were
selected from a corpus of previously mined restaurant reviews from the we8there.com web site. In addition to the
textual data, we8there.com provides numerical ratings for
ﬁve predeﬁned aspects: atmosphere, food, value, service,
and overall. From the set of 3,866 available restaurants, we
selected 131 with more than ﬁve reviews. Then, we manually
searched for extra reviews on other web sites and selected 60
of the 131 restaurants that had reviews highly voted by web
readers as useful. For each of the 60 restaurants, we selected
the review with the highest number of “helpful votes” that
was dated in the same time frame as the we8there.com
reviews and use it as a reference summary. We randomly
split the 60 restaurants into 40 for training and 20 for testing.
Tables I and II gives info about the two data sets.

B. Features extraction
The feature extraction process starts by calculating a set of
scores for the initial candidate sentences. Although the rating
prediction model was trained with labels associated to the
whole review documents, we assume that model generalizes
to the single sentences providing accurate probability distributions over the ratings. For each sentence and each aspect,
it calculates the KL-divergence [32] between the predicted
sentence rating distribution (as provided by MaxEnt) and
a target rating distribution. The target rating distribution is
simply calculated by numerically aggregating the ratings of
the input reviews. The KL-divergence will quantify how far
the current distribution is from the target. For each restaurant
in the training set, we create a reference rating distribution
by counting the rating contributions for each aspect in every
review. The assumption is that the target text summary
for a restaurant should reﬂect the same reference rating
distribution calculated on the whole reviews set, but with
many fewer words. In other words, the sentences should be
selected based on their contribution toward the target rating
distribution. The iterative process continues as described
in Section IV till the MERT weights converge. Once the
training ends, the optimal λ coefﬁcients are used to in the
A* search heuristic to traverse the graph and generate the
optimal summary from the test set.

B. Entire Process
Our summarization process starts by calculating a set
of features for every sentence in the training and testing
set as described in Section V. In these experiments, the
features we optimized with regard to the ROUGE score are
the KL-divergence measure between the target aspect rating
distribution and the predicted rating distributions calculated
on the input sentences. The assumption is that the resulting
summary will cover the target sentiments expressed in term
of star-ratings by selecting the content that closer mimics the
desired distribution and, at the same time, remains within the
maximum summary size (100 words). In the next step, the
features are weighted and their summation is used to score
each sentence. The weights are trained using the training
set and the algorithms described in Section IV. Finally, the
trained weights are used in the scoring functions used by
A* search to generate summaries for the test set.
VII. R ESULTS
To evaluate our S TARLET approach, we compared it with
two summarizers: 1) a baseline summarization system that
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randomly selects sentences with no repetition till it reaches
the desired length of 100 words; 2) the open source MEAD
system with the same output length. The resulting summaries
were assessed using the automatic metric ROUGE and
manual evaluation. Examples summaries are shown in Table
III.

Table IV
ROUGE SCORES OBTAINED FROM THE TEST SET

Random Summary
We ended up waiting 45 minutes for a table
15 minutes for a waitress and by that time
they had sold out of fish fry s .
This would be at least 4 visits in the last
three years and the last visit was in March
2004 .
During a recent business trip I ate at the
Fireside Inn 3 times the food was so good I
did n’t care to try anyplace else .
I always enjoy meetiing friends here when I
am in town .
The food especially pasta calabria is
delicious .
I like eating at a resturant where I can not
see the plate when my entry is served .

Table V
M ANUAL EVALUATION FOR THE THREE SUMMARIZATION SYSTEMS

Metric
R-1
R-2
R-SU4

Random
0.2769
0.0329
0.0790

Grammatically
Redundancy
Clarity
Coverage
Coherence

MEAD
0.2603
0.0377
0.0727

Random
3.53
2.82
2.78
2.67
2.05

S TARLET
0.2894
0.0454
0.0881

MEAD
3.68
2.92
2.97
2.33
2.57

Starlet
3.67
3.00
3.05
3.23
2.62

grams between a peer, and one or several model summaries.
The metrics taken into consideration for this evaluation are
ROUGE-1 (R-1), ROUGE-2 (R-2) and ROUGE-SU4 (RSU4). R-1 and R-2 compute the number of unigrams and
bigrams, respectively, that coincides in the automatic and
model summaries. R-SU4 measures the overlap of skipbigrams between them allowing a skip distance of 4.
From Table IV we can see that S TARLET outperforms
the other two systems in all ROUGE metrics. This means
that, according to ROUGE, our summarizer generates reviews/summaries whose lexical content is closer to human
ones and thus are more likely to capture the opinions about
the restaurant than the other two systems.

MEAD Summary
During a recent business trip I ate at the
Fireside Inn 3 times the food was so good I
did n’t care to try anyplace else .
I have had the pleasure to visit the
Fireside on every trip I make to the Buffalo
area .
The Fireside not only has great food it is
one of the most comfortable places we have
seen in a long time The service was as good
as the meal from the time we walked in to
the time we left we could have not had a
better experience We most certainly will be
back many times .

B. Manual Evaluation

S T A R L E T Summary
Delicious .
Can’t wait for my next trip to Buffalo .
GREAT WINGS .
I have reorranged business trips so that I
could stop in and have a helping or two of
their wings .
We were seated promptly and the staff was
courteous .
The service was not rushed and was very
timely .
The food especially pasta calabria is
delicious .
2 thumbs UP .
A great night for all .
the food is very good and well presented .
The price is more than competivite .
It took 30 minutes to get our orders .

In the manual evaluation we asked three people (two of
them native speakers of English) to evaluate the readability
of the generated summaries according to the evaluation
criteria described in [33]. Without showing the reference
summary, we asked each participant to rate the following linguistic qualities with a rating scale ranging from
a maximum of 5 (very good) to a minimum of 1 (very
poor): Grammaticality - grammatically correct and without
artifacts; Redundancy - absence of unnecessary repetitions;
Clarity - easy to read; Coherence - well structured and
organized. Since the Focus readability property listed in
[33] applies mostly to the DUC summarization tasks, we
replaced it with Coverage that indicated level of coverage
for the aspects and the polarity expressed in the summary.
In other words, this rating should be higher if most of
the sentences are expressing opinions on the pre-deﬁned
restaurant aspects. The average scores for each criterion are
shown in Table V.
From Table V we can see that the scores for Grammaticality, Redundancy, Clarity and Coherence are in all systems
very close to each other. The only gap can be observed in the
Coverage metric. This metric expresses how many opinions
and aspects are actually covered in the review/summary. The

Table III
E XAMPLE OF SUMMARIES EXTRACTED FROM A SET OF 10 RESTAURANT
REVIEWS

A. ROUGE Evaluation
ROUGE is a well-known evaluation method for summarization, which is based on the common number of n-
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In future work we plan to study the integration of other
aspects such as redundancy and coherence into the feature
weight learning process. In addition to this we plan to
investigate more appropriate evaluation metrics for review
summaries and explore more features as described in the
discussion section.

scores indicate that S TARLET is able to generate summaries
with a wider range of opinions than the other two systems.
C. Discussion
Reviews are typically written by consumers to convey
their personal opinion of a product or a service. Compared
to traditional automatic summarization tasks – where the
documents are usually written by professionals, edited, and
proofread – the English quality of reviews is usually poor,
often ungrammatical, incoherent, and inconsistent. While
in news-based documents, facts and events are the central
topics expressed by the author, reviews are focused on attributes or features of a product or service and the reviewer’s
opinions about the qualities of such characteristics.
Looking at the manual evaluation from the judges, the
‘grammatically’ scores are consistent across the three methods and depend only on the quality of the source sentence.
Poorly written sentences can be penalized by introducing
new features during training that take into consideration the
number of misspellings (for instance, in our data, the word
atmosphere has been misspelled in 23 different ways), the
number of words belonging to the English dictionary, and
scores from a parser.
The ‘redundancy’ score is slightly better for S TARLET,
but in the current version there is not a mechanism to avoid
similar sentences, although selecting sentences according to
the rating distribution should help to reduce redundancy.
Sentence similarity features can be added during training by
using centroid-based clustering and demote similar sentences
to these already included in the summary.
Also the ‘clarity’ and ‘coherence’ scores are better in our
approach. Low scores are related to controversial reviews
where the opinions are mixed and distributed across the
ratings. In these cases, more investigation is necessary,
perhaps ordering positive and negative sentences according
to some rhetorical structure or learned-from-data language
models.
Finally, the ‘coverage’ score for S TARLET is decidedly
better than for the other approaches, showing that S TARLET
correctly selects information relevant to the users.
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